
 

 

 

 

 

 

 
GRUPO FAMSA, S.A.B. DE C.V. REPORTS ON UNUSUAL 

TRADING ACTIVITY IN THE COMPANY’S SHARES 
  

Monterrey, N.L., Mexico, June 29th, 2020.- Grupo Famsa, S.A.B. de C.V. (BMV: GFAMSA) (the 

“Company”), with regards to the trading activity recently detected in Grupo Famsa’s shares listed on 

the Mexican Stock Exchange under ticker symbol “GFAMSA”, the Company informs that these 

transactions may derive from information related to its subsidiary Banco Ahorro Famsa, S.A., 

Institucion de Banca Multiple (the "Institution"). The Institution was required by proper authorities 

to conduct certain calculations regarding its capitalization indexes, under methods and approaches 

not supported by the Institution, which is why it has exercised, and will continue to, its right to a 

hearing, which granted by said authority as well as other rights provided by Law for this purpose. In 

this context, the Institution received two notices from the National Banking and Securities 

Commission ("CNBV") urging the Institution to settle the required amount in order to maintain its 

operations in accordance with the law and thus avoid possible legal consequences. 

 

As already stressed, the Institution reiterates that it does not agree with terms granted, as well as the 

analysis and arguments developed in the aforementioned notices, therefore it will respond to the 

CNBV with timeliness, exercising the rights and means of defense granted by Law. 

 

Likewise, Grupo Famsa reports that the Institution, in parallel, is evaluating all its alternatives to find 

a solution to all the above. 

 

To wind up, the Company recalls that FAMSA stores remain open, with associates ready to receive 

customers seeking to meet their needs in both durable goods and financial services, as due to the 

seriousness of COVID-19's negative impact on the retail sector, the Company has implemented the 

health protocols endorsed by proper mandates, thus reaffirming its commitment to safeguard the 

health and safety of its associates and customers. 
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